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Registration: Don' t struggle
also find it comes in handy
when cashing checks. ■
UPWARD AND ONWARD
Now that we have the minor
details taken care of, we can
get down to the serious business
of registering. You will be directed from Pigott Auditorium
to your advisor on the fourth
or fifth floor. Simply follow the
door signs to your major subject. If you haven't a major in
mind, head for Pre-Major.
Your advisor is a friendly,
helpful faculty type. He will be
friendly and helpful in inverse
proportionto the number of people he has seen already.He will
help you arrange your class
schedule and choose those
courses which fit your needs.
For best results, check through
the Bulletin of Information (the
tan pamphlet) before you start
registration, and try to get
some idea of what you'd like to
take.
Presenting your adviser with
a blank worksheetand a blankton.
er face is asking for Pre-ColumYour registration number and
bian Mayan Architecture at
reporting time are on that.well7 a.m.
ventilated card which was
When you and your adviser
mailed to you when you payed
have agreed upon class choices,
your $25 tuition deposit. (You
he will record them on an addid pay your $25 tuition devisor's worksheet, which he will
posit ...??)
give to you. He will also sign
If that particular card is
your fee and schedule card,
among the items you left in
which should be blank except
dresserdrawerback in Wichita,
for his signature.
don't panic. A complete alphaProceed now to room 353,
betical list is available at the
where you will pick up a comdoor.
puter card for each course you
CARDS AND FORMS
will take. You will need to preAfter your name, rank and
sent your advisor's signed workserial number have been
sheet at the door.
&TYOUA
checked off against a master iISTFtf KID, ICAN
Take these cards into one of
list, you will be admitted to a
ON SH&USH no the empty rooms provided and
GOOD
DEAL
hallway wherein you will be
carefully
c-a-r-e-f-u-1-l-y
given a packet containing sevtransfer the information on each
eral cards and forms. They will cards, the fee and schedule to the spaces provided on your
include your personal informa- card and the student I.D. card fee and schedule card. Then
tion card, hospitilization insur- form into Pigott Auditorim. trot across the hall to room 304,
ance card, a statistical survey Fill out the I.D. card form, then where registrar's checkers will
card, a Selective Service Report proceed to the stage, where take your class cards and
form (for males), a fee and your photographic card will be double-check your entries on the
schedule card, and a student made.
fee and schedule card.
identification card blank.
THE I.D. CARD
FRESH AIR AGAIN
The first four cards in your
The photographic identificaNow you should have only
packet you will be asked to fill tion card is made on the spot your fee and schedule card, and
out and leave at the same desk by one of three Polaroid pro- student I.D. card as you emerge
from which you received them. cessors. They are manned by onto the mall from Pigott. Take
They are:
student operators specially a deep breath of fresh air, for
The Address Confirmation trained to catch you with your you are about to plunge back
card. It contains your name, ad- tongue out or your eyes shut, into the morass this time in
dress and other information under lightingespecially design- another building, the A.A. Lemiwhich will become the basis of ed to highlight acne in glorious eux Library.
your personal file. Check it for living color. If your first picture
The library reading room, on
errors carefully, for whatever is really a bummer, however,
appears on it is you for the another will be made immediately.
next four years.
The card will be returned to
The Hospitilization card. This
is for a student healthinsurance you encased in a plastic packet.
plan, usually available only at You will notice that the space
registration time. Fill out the directly under your picture is
Students who wish their paroptions you desire, or check the marked "void." Relax, that's
refusal box if you do not wish not an indication of cerebral va- ents to receive copies of The
cuum. It's a blank space to be Spectator can obtain a subscripcoverage.
The Selective Service Report covered with a validation stick- tion at a reduced rate of $3.50.
form enables male students to er when you pay your fees.
The special rate is offered to
have their student status reGuard your I.D. card with close relatives of students and
portedby the University to their your life, for it's your meal tic- alumni. Reduced rates for subket, library card and student scriptions sent to Canada and
localdraft board.
Carry your remaining three activities card all in one. You'll Mexico is $4.00 and other foreign addresses $6.25. Airmail
within the U.S. is $9.
BULLETIN Archie Moore, former lightweight
Parents of new students have
been informed about the reducchampion of the world, will speak at 3 p.m. Tuesday
ed rate by letter.
in the Connolly' P.E. Center's Astro Gym as part
Subscriptions can be obtained
of the week's orientation activities.Moore is inSeatfrom Patti Brennan, The Spectator business manager, at ext.
tle as a community relations specialist for the Boy
596. Papers are mailed on the
Scouts of America.
day of publication.
by Kerry

Webster

So this is your first registration? Relax. You'll get used to
them. By the time you graduate
from S.U., you will have been
folded, stapled, spindled and
mutilat c d through at least
eleven more.
Registration doesn't really
hurt much. The trick is not to
struggle as you are sorted, indexed and appendiced into the
mainstream of academic life.
Simply hang loose, fling yourself into the cogs and let The
System do unto you.
FOR STARTERS
The intake end of the freshman assembly line is at the
East doorof the Pigott building.
There you should report Wednesday, clutching: a.) your registration number, and b.) a lot
of money.
" You should report only at the
time printed on your registration card, not before. Early
birds will be given a polite
heave-ho by a friendly Pinker-

—
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Lower Rate
For Parents

Except on those rare occas- flux. Dissatisfied with a lanions when a political battle is guishing senate, long-dead jubrewing, S.U.'s student govern- diciary and outdated constitument is one of the most un- tion, newly-elected officers beobtrusive aspects of campus gan this summer an extensive
life. Yet to the ordinary student, revision of the government.
who may be only dimly aware
The changes which appear in
of its existance, it remains one the rewritten constitution, including slashing the senate from
of the most important.
The Associated Students of 20 to 16 members and dropping
Seattle University (ASSU) is some class officers, will have
charged with administeringboth to be ratified in a special elec-

tion before the new senators can
be elected.
Some important faces in the
ASSU:
Dick McDermott, President:
Slight, bespectacled, disarmingly mild-mannered, McDermott
nevertheless is seen by most observers to be a strong executive. Nervous and energetic, he
often gives the impression of
moving in 3 directions at once.
Doug McKnight, vice-president: Tall, cool fraternity type.
As chairman of the student senate, McKnight occupies a potentially powerful position.
Joe Zavaglia, second vicepresident: Swarthy, energetic
sportsman. Promoter of soccer
as varsity sport. Second V.P.
is a "troubleshooter" job, well
suited to Zavaglia, who has McDermott's energy, and Mcfederal government. The execu- Knight's "assurance.
tive branch comprises presiEd Robinson, Treasurer: casdent, two vice-presidents, treas- ual, businesslike professional,
urer, secretary, and publicity with occasional lapses into hildirector. A unicameral legisla- arity, like McKnight, he occuture, known as the student sen- pies a potentially powerful
ate, is made up of representa- position. Comes into the job, a
demanding one, after aprenticetives from each class.
THIS YEAR, however, even ship under his brother Tom, last
the structure of the ASSU is in year's treasurer.
the day-to-day and extraordinary activities of the student
body. No "toy" government, the
ASSU handles a yearly budget
of over $60,000.
ON THE executive level, the
ASSU and its president provide
an important voice for the student negotiations with the University administration.Currently, for instance, ASSU committeemen are working closely with
faculty members and administration representativesin adopting for S.U. a national statement on rights and freedoms
for students. ASSU negotiators
last year secured the appointment of students as non-voting
members on most important
University boards and committees.
The ASSU itself is somewhat
roughly modeled after our own
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staple refill package to: PosterMart, P.O.Box 165, Woodside,
N.Y. 11377.Enclose cash,

check or moneyorder(no
C.O.D.'s) in the amount of $2.00
for each blow-up; $4.00 for
blow-up andframe as shown.
Addsales tax whereapplicable.
Original materialreturned
undamaged.Satisfaction
guaranteed. Allow 30 days
tor delivery.
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STAPLER
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stapler yet no larger than a
pack of gum.
ONLY
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with 1000 FREE staples!

Collegiate Barber Shop |
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Send any black& whiteor color
photoup to8" x 10"(no negatives) and the name "Swingline"
cut fromanySwingline stapleror

PPI

Black and White

($4^95
with plastic
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payment.

Student Government
Quiet, Vital Force

value)

H

additional $10 for the second
late day will be charged on late

All finished? No stray IBM
will find the desk where your cards in your pockets? No
scholarships are administered money in your pockets? Great!
in this room also.
You've survived registration.
A word of warning: tuition
Until Winter quarter.

—

delS

and fees must be paid the day
of registration. A late fee of $10
for the first late day and an

the lower level facing Bellarmine Hall, is where the student
and his money part company.
You'll buy your parking space
at the door, pay tuition, room
and board, and lab fees inside.
If you are on scholarship, you
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THE GREAT NEW SWINGLINE (jUD
HAND STAPLER Designed to fit
the palm. Portable. ONLY $1.(9.
With 1000 staples,$1.98.

"

—^i4ri*za£*fiel
32-00 SKIUMAN AVENUE,

vIID

THE GREAT SWINGLINE
DESK STAPLER A real heavyweight with
compact build.ONLY $I.M.
With 1000 staples,$1.98.

inc.
/ LONG ISLAND CITY,N.Y. 11101

Seattle

—

LIGHTS ILLUMINATE SEATTLE'S WATERFRONT.

photo by ned buchman

A VIEW OF THE SPACE NEEDLE THROUGH VOLUNTEER
—photo by ned buchman
PARK'S BLACK SUN.

city of seven hills.
city of sinews, of saws,

—
of forests and fishermen.
THE FARM THE PIKE
city of steel, of sliderules and tail fins.
PLACE TO GO FOR FOOD OFF

PLACE MARKET.

—photo by ned buchman

your city, now.
Growing, rolling, reverantyet irreverant,
enchanting and mystifying.
Welcome to rainy, windswept Seattle.
The City of lights, sounds, art, industry
people.
and

...

FISHERMAN'S WHARF THROUGH THE FOG.

—

photo by patty hollinger
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Parking
Area
Students Coordinate Orientation
To Be Increased

The Great Race'

by Mike Nicol

—

With the onset of a new academic year at S.U., new and
late registering students might
well expect to find an acute
shortage of on-campus parking
as has occurred in previous
years.
"Not so!" reported Joe
Gardiner, S.U. assistant plant
manager. "We feel that with the
various changes we have made
there will be enough space available to meet the student parking
demand."
photo by tied buchman

ORIENTATION CHAIRMAN Kathy King, McWalter prepare an added welcome note
left, Mitch Wolfe, standing, and Bryce
for new students.
General Chairman Bryce Mc- workedon Frosh orientation this Namara and Tom Baldwin;
Walter was responsible for or- summer are: Welcoming Com- Semi-Formal Dance, Bob Young
ganizing this year's Freshman mittee, Patty Kahler and Matt and Mary Dwyer; Frosh Cruise,
Orientation activities entitled Boyle; Beanie Ball Committee, Katie Garvey, Jim Callahan and
"The Great Race." He was as- Kathy Murray and John Jordan; Rusty Surridge; Publicity Comsisted by Financial Chairman Talent Show Committee, Bob mittee, Patty Donahue and NanMitch Wolfe and Secretarial Wilson and Joe Woods; Rally cy Carmody; Activities Night,
Night, Donna Hubbard and Har- Mare Houser and Caron BanChairman Kathy King.
Committee chairmen who old Arnold; Banquet, Sue Mc- gasser.

Person Key to Fashion
In View of S.U. Coed

—

Girls Warned
Of Dangers

Pre-major

Changed

The Spectator

tives, alumni $3.50; Canada, Mexico
Other foreign addresses $6.25; airmail in
U.S. $9.00.
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WELCOME FRESHMEN!
BROADWAY CENTRAL FLORISTS
We please people through a delightful
atmosphere provided by the most
complete floral service in town

Sports Editor: Art Reis
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Photography Editor: Bob Kegel
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Public Relations: Dave Notlerte
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Mary Brennan, Mike Nicol, Kathi Sedlak. Mare Houser, Ernie Bollard.

yeai.

Gardinerpointedout that each
year there is a waiting list of
students desiring parking. The
average length of the list is 80.
The opening of the parking lot
across from the library to students will, in itself, more than

nity College, added that the session would also allow a chance
for the student to familiarize
himself with the campus.
He advised students to bring
their catalog and transfer credit sheet on registration day. He
statedthis could aid in avoiding
confusion if it became necessary to make, programchanges.

nearby parking facilities.
There is a small lot on 12th
and James, and meters on
Broadway which require almost
constant attention to avoid the
meter maids who abound and
suffer from writers cramp.
One- and two-hour parking on
Madison and 12th Avenue complete the near-campus circuit.
Many students park on side
streets several blocks from the
campus (i.e., 14th to 16th Ave.,
or south of Campion) which are
unmetered. However, they are
advised to come around 7:30
a.m. or they will have a substantial early morning hike ahead of them.

Jesuit
Jubilarians
Honored

WILLIAMS pointed out that
there will be a special transfer
student desk, located where the
A publicreception will be held
class cards are distributed in
Pigott, to direct students to the from 3 to 5 p.m. Sunday, Sept.
correct faculty member if any 28, in Bellarmine for three Jesproblems should arise. He also uit jubilarians: Revs. Francis A.
reminded them that faculty ad- Logan, S. J.; Leo S. Gaffney,
visors and student guides will S. J., and Francis J. Lindekugel, S.J.
be available to help them also.
Fr. Logan, assistant professor
As a former transfer student of modem languages, and Fr.
Williams stated he was aware Gaffney, chaplain at St. John's
of the problems transfer stu- Hospital in Port Townsend, are
dents face. He urged students celebrating their 50th year in the
Society of Jesus.
to contact him at LA 2-3251 if
Fr. Lindekugel, associate prohe could be of any service to fessor of theology,is celebrating
them.
his 25th year as priest.

Wyt Cellar
Between Madison & Union

on 14th

"Within Walking Distance"

WELCOME BACK
TO SEATTLE U.
Extracurricular Activitse:

* Dancing
* Foozball
* Tues. 8-10 p.m.
2 for I

410 Broadway East
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This is a substantial increase
over the number available last

Transfers Advised

All transfer students have
perfect for some, but if they do been urged to attend the special
by Pierina Dilorio
"Do your own thing in this not feel like you then you should transfer student counseling sesyear's theme of fashions" ac- discover what is you. Pick your sion at 10 a.m. Monday by
cording to Janice Bohlin who own hemline, put colors togeth- Bruce Williams of Transfer Stuwas voted one of the ten best er that you would never have dent Orientation.
dressed college girls in the na- dreamed of before, and express
Ina letter welcomingentering
tion. Janice was a sophomore yourself as a real person."
transfer
students Williams
education major at S.U. when
Janice feels that fashion is stressed that the counseling
chosen by Glamour magazine only a small part of a woman: session would provide an "exfrom among 250 other contest- "If you do not know what your cellent opportunity" to meet
specific style is chances are faculty
ants.
members and could help
'THE TOP fashions might be that you do not know who you ease the student through his
are you do not have enough first S.U. registration.
worthwhile interests or comA LIST of the advisors and
mittments."
"It was really encouraging to their locations is available in
New Student Orientation
see that the Glamour editors the
Programpamphlet to guide stutop
girls
and
ten
the other
were
Warning!.' To all women stuall very much involved with life. dents to the correct session.
dents on the S.U. campus.
Williams, a former transfer
The S.U. campus is not the Fashion took a second seat to
safest place to be walking such things as the student student from Shoreline Commualone after dark. Previous in- movement, SDS, foreign study
cidents have shown that S.U. and government."
JANICE remarked: "From
often has nocturnal visitors
whose activities do not add to the fashions Isaw in Italy and
the serenity and safety of the New York Ifeel that establishment clothes are becoming obcampus.
Two years ago Miss Agnes solete. Hip clothes that 'move
The term "First Humanities"
Reilly, Dean of Women, issued and feel' and give a girl a
officiallyreplaced with
hasbeen
her
express
chance
to
individua statement which warned the
"Pre-Major" to desigthe
term
ality
coming
thing."
are
the
women students not to go out
Janice, who is interested in nate students who have not yet
alone at night, and always to
a major. The change
stay in well-lighted areas. Con- the Montessori method of edu- declared
was effective as of the "begincation,
has
transferred
from
campus
ditions on and around
ning of fall quarter 1969".
have not improved since that S.U. to the U.W. to do further
According
time. They have, in fact, gotten research on it. Her main rea- Royce, S.J., to Fr. James
Associate Dean of
worse in the opinion of many son to expandher study is that:
College of Arts and Scithe
alarming
"It
is
that
even
coeds.
ences, the change was made "to
One preventivemeasure is the through primary education
conform with usage in other
proAlpha Phi Omega escort ser- (ages 3 to 5) is the most
universities; to eliminate convice which will escort coeds on gressive area of education,
universities have chosen fusion between the two
and near campus. Special ar- many
programs, and to better serve
rangements can be made for to ignore it and offer few class- the
student in selecting and prea coed working off-campus and es in it."
paring for an appropriate
a regular schedule set up for
major."
her.
Pre-Major had formerly been
Try-outs
Inigo's
for
Teatro
posted,
aA schedule will be
used to designate students acproduction of "The Duchess
bout a week after classes becepted on a probational basis.
of Malfi" will be held Sept.
gin, on the Bellarmine bulletin
Mrs. Mary Ridge, formerly
Any29
30
at
to
and
the
theater.
board to announce where
First
Humanities director, has
interested
ext.
one
should call
call for an escort. Further inbeen named director of the Pre235 for audition times.
formation can be obtained from
Major Program.
any A Phi 0 member.

Published Tuesdays and Thursdays during
the school year except on holidays and during examinations by Seattle Universiy. Edited
by S.U. students with editorial and business
Wash.
offices at 825 Tenth Aye., Seattle
98122. Second-class postage paid at Seattle,
relaWash. Subscription i
4.50 a year; close$4.00;

THERE WILL be 475 parking
spaces sold during registration
on a first-come first-serve basis.

eliminate the waiting list. The
lot holds 100 cars and was formerly used mainly by faculty
and staff.
"In additionthere will be two
new lots on 12th Avenue which
will each accommodate 20
cars." When grading is completed on the two new lots, parking
stickers will be sold on an appointive basis.
"Students who use the lot across from the library are requested to use the Broadway
and Cherry St. entrance to the
campus instead of the main entrance off 12th Ave." Gardiner
concluded.
FOR THOSE students who
don't wish to, or are unable to
obtain on-campus parking, the
choices are slim concerning

EA 4-3600
CH 3-2818

Washington State Liquor Card Please

Seattle Offers
Variety

President's Welcome

Of Activities

by Ernie Ballard
The Seattle area provides a
variety of leisure time activities. To help expand your
weekend fun here are just a
few recommended ideas.
The better movies on the reel
scene are "Midnight Cowboy"
showing at the Town, "Goodbye
Columbus" at the Blue Mouse,
"Funny Girl" at the Uptown,
"Romeo & Juliet" at the Belvue, "If" at the Guild 45th,
"The Two of Us" at the Varsity, and "The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie" at the Harvard
Exit.
The Ridgemont and Edgemont offer the best quality in
foreign cinema. "Far from Vietnam" is now playing at the
Edgemont. Occasionally, the
Varsity and Guild 45th also
show foreign films.

g|

campus), Seward (south of
campus on Lake Washington),
Lincoln (located in West Seattle
on the Sound), the Woodland
Park Zoo, and the U. W.
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Let Us Help Serve Your Needs
While at S.U.
We Have Everything
From Books Cosmetics
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The rest is up to you.
May God's blessing be with you during this challenging

year.

Sincerely,
John A. Fitterer, S.J.

President

REV. JOHN A. FITTERER, S.J.

Either/Or-A Military Imperative
Despite the news of troop
withdrawals from Vietnam and
the reduction of men in the
armed forces, the male student
should not forget the long arm
of Uncle Sam.
It is the responsibility of the
student to get his deferment
from his local draft board even
though the Military Selective
Service Act of 1967 provides for
the deferment from training and
serving in the armed forces of
undergraduate students pursuing full-time course of instruction.

THE STUDENT who wishes a
II-S (university student) deferment must make a written request to his local draft board
The Selective Service has provided SS104 (Request for Undergraduate Student Deferment)
forms for this purpose. Copies
of this form are available at
the registrar's office in Pigott
241.
A deferment will continue until the registrant completes the
requirements for his baccalaureate degree (four calender
years), quits college or reaches
24 years of age.

—

A BLUE Selective Service Re-

port Request card is issued in

the student's card packet during
registration. On it the student
indicates to the registrar whether or not he wishes his status
reported to the Selective Service
Board.
The registrar's office verifies
the enrollment of a student
once a year in October.
The student's academic year
is the 12-month period following
the beginning of his course of
study. This allows the student
time to make up lost credits
during summer quarter.

—

CLASS STANDING is based
on credits completed, not attempted. Selective Service class
standings are reported on a different basis from that used for
academic purposes.

Fashionable Apts.

MA 3-2707

Priv. Bath

"We Repair All Makes"
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Within Walking Distance

$55.00 (and this ad)
Prefers Students

MOTOR work
BRAKES
BODY and
FENDER REPAIR

EA 4-6050 1130 Broadway

ABBOTTSFORD APTS.

151 11th

A student must have completed 36 credits at the beginning
of his sophomore year, 86 as a
junior and 135 to be considered
a senior.

V.A. Advises
Vets To File
The Veterans Administration
is as anxious as the veteran to
have G. I. education checks arrive on time this fall, according to John B. Kirsch, manager
of the Seattle VA Regional Of-

fice.

Kitchen

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

photo by don conrard

ONE ALTERNATIVE to jumping rice paddies is the
four-year ROTC program offered at S.U. which has a
two-year basic course followed by a two-year advanced.
Above, ROTC cadet Jim Shepard camouflages himself
during maneuvers at Fort Lewis. Another alternative is
the Canadian border, which isa short two-hour trip north
of campus.

OFF-CAMPUS LIVING?

THORSTENSON'S PHARMACY
1000 Madison
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WELCOME FRESHMEN!
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Arboretum.

NEARBY SHOPS in the
Broadway area offer students
the chance to spend their money
in some different yet unique locations. Several of these interesting places are the Baja on
Broadway antiques, Apropos
unusual— women's clothing,
Keeg's unusual furniture and
decor, Serendipity Inc.— located
in an old house, features a boutique and unique gifts, New
York Style Delicatessen— try the
hot corn beef sandwiches-to-go
for 85 cents, and Nick's Delicatessen—fresh bagels daily.
If you want to have an exotic
date, take your girl on the super-ferry Hyak, round trip to
THIS YEAR the Seattle Rep- Bremerton will cost about two
ertory Theatre has added twelve dollars. For all you frosh nanew actors to its company for ture lovers the Foster Island
its upcoming series of plays. Trail in the Arboretum runs to
Other good theaters are A Con- the Museum of History and Intemporary Theatre (ACT), dustry. Also another interesting
located in the Arboretum is
which is now featuring the
" site Japanese
worldpremiereof "Crabdance;
the
Tea Garden.
Chinatown, one of Seattle's
also Black Arts West, The Lyric, U.W. theatres (Showboat, most interesting locations, disGlen Hughes, and Penthouse), plays Japanese dime stores,
and S.U.'s Teatro Inigo. Stu- raw tuna and Eastern curio
dent discounts are available at shops. For those who prefer to
most theaters for $2.00 and cost spend their hours skiing Steis 75 cents at the U.W. theaters. vens Pass, Snoqualmie Pass,
Crystal Mountain, and White
FOR THOSE STUDENTS for- Pass offer close-by skiing sites.
tunate to have thick wallets the
night club scene offers the
EATING LOCATIONS that you
Westlake Room at the Wash- wouldn't want 'to see by yourington Plaza Hotel, the Marine self (unless you have an exRoom at the Olympic Hotel, La pense account) but that would
Plaza in the IBM Building, The be very enjoyable to visit when
Windjammer at Shilshole Ma- your parents arrive in town are
rina, D.J.'s, Mr. P's in Ballard, numerous in Seattle. If you
and the Blue Banjo. Also S.U.'s prefer seafood, the Wharf and
Tabard Inn provides entertain- Captain's Table are excellent.
ment periodically.
For those who desire the saThere are several museums vory taste of steak, the Hindand galleries worth seeing in quarter on Lake Washington is
the Queen City: the Frye Mu- fabulous. If Oriental food is
seum at Terry and Cherry, the your favorite dinner, Art Louie's
Seattle Art Museum at Volun- and Bush Gardens will satisfy
teer Park, the Woodside Galyour taste in true style.
lery on Harvard Avenue, and
Other points of interest are
the Seligman Gallery in the Unithe underground tours of Old
versity District.
Parks and the peaceful en- Seattle (guides are usually SU
chantment they provide include: students) and the Pike Place
Volunteer (about one mile north Market.

-
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The academic year 1969-70 can and should be a happy and
rewarding experience for the returning upper-classmen and
those new to Seattle University.
You have the advantages of excellent facilities and a dedicated and outstanding faculty ready to assist you in every
possible way in your search for knowledge. A new physical
education complex is ready for your health and pleasure. Opportunities abound for you to become involved with the University in the solution of the city's urban problems.

Veterans enrolling for the
first time, or who have changed college or program, must be
certain: they have obtained a
proper Certificate of Eligibility
from the Veterans Administration; they have submitted this
certificate to the college registrar, and the college registrar
returned the completed certificate to the VA.
Normally, payment for September and October iscombined
in the first check mailed to veterans in November.

Lockers will berented from

Aye.

MA 2-2397 or MA 2-8303

12 to 4 p.m. Wednesday and
from 2-4 p.m. after Wednesday from ASSU treasurer Ed
Robinson in the ASSU offices
on the second floor of the
Chieftain. The rental fee is
$2 per year.
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ROTC
WELCOMES THE CLASS OF
1973

...

ROTC OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES FOR FRESHMEN

" EARN A COLLEGE DEGREE IN A

FIELD OF YOUR CHOICE, INCLUDING
MILITARY SCIENCE
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" QUALIFY FOR A COMMISSION AT
THE SAME TIME
"
PER
IN
AND SENIOR
" FULFILL YOUR MILITARY OBLIGATION

"*

RECEIVE 50
JUNIOR

JiSi
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LEADERSHIP
DRILL
DRILL TEAM

AS AN OFFICER
#

...
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CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
LEARNING AND APPLYING
TEACHING METHODS
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GAIN VALUABLE LEADERSHIP AND
TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE
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FIELD TRAINING

PIGOTT AUDITORIUM
/The Spectator/Monday,September22, 1969

Inquire about the
2-year, 3-year
and 4-year

full scholarship
programs.

f.
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ROTC FROSH ORIENTATION
DEMONSTRATIONS and DISPLAYS
FREE HOT DOGS & SOFT DRINKS
1 1:30-SEPTEMBER 22
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COUNTERINSURGENCY
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT
MOUNTAINEERING
WATER OPERATIONS
RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP
FLIGHT TRAINING
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
military

.au.

CHIEFTAIN RIFLES
scabiard and blade
ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S. ARMY
DINNER-DANCES

...

Clubs Suit Varied Tastes
by Marsha Green

Professional interest clubs include Phi Chi Theta for women
business students, and Alpha
Kappa Psi for their male counterparts. The girls can be distinguished by their gold uniforms and the A K Psi by their
blue blazers.
Other professional interest
clubs are Sigma Kappa Phi for
nurses; Colhecon for home economics which features a massive cookie-sale in winter quarter; separate clubs for civil,
electrical and mechanical engineers; Accounting Club; MBA
Club for graduate business stu-

Service, scholastic or social:
S.U. provides a number of clubs
to suit a student's varied
and interest.

taste

The four major serviceorganizations on campus are Spurs,
Gamma Sigma Phi, Alpha Phi
Omega and Intercollegiate
Knights which represent the
"Greek Row" at S.U.
SPURS, who pledge during
Spring quarter, is open only to
sophomore women with a 2.5
gpa. Gammas, who will soon
begin their fall pledge class, is
open to sophomore, junior and
senior coeds withover a 2.5 gpa.
A Phi Os and I.K.s are open
to all male students and pledge
during both fall and spring

dents; Chemistry Club; Mathe-

matics Club, and Phi Tau

—

quarters.

The above groups are easily
recognizableby their distinctive
uniforms. Spurs are the coeds
in the navy blue dresses and
white blazers. They also have
a casual uniform of Royal Blue
skirt and sweaters. Gammas
are known by their red dresses
and white blazers.

THE FRATERNITIES feature
A Phi O in dark green blazers
and I.K.s in navy blue.
Two Jesuit honoraries are

CAROL ANTONCICH (right), a tutor for
the Caritas program, untangles this arithamong the clubs in the scholastic field. Alpha Sigma Nu is
open to male upperclassmen
with a 3.5 gpa. Its feminine
counterpart is Gamma Phi Epsilon. Another honorary is Silver
Scroll which is open to about 20
junior women with a 3.0 gpa and
a recordof service to S.U.

photo by ned buchman

metic problem on the board for Danielle
Crenshaw.
Spiritualorganizations include
Other scholastic honoraries

are Alpha Epsilson Delta, premedical and predental; Pi Mv
Epsilon, math; Kappa Delta
Pi, education; Sigma Theta
Tau, nursing; Tau Beta Pi, engineering; Beta GammaSigma,
business; and Phi Beta, fine
arts.

Alpha, education.
Political and socially oriented
clubs include the Young Democrats, Young Republicans, New
Conservatives, InternationalRelations Club which participates
in the Model U. N. conferences
and the Student Involvement
League.

FOR STUDENTS with a musithe Christian Activities Program (CAP) which also empha- cal bent there are the S.U.
sizes other aspects of campus Singers, the Madrigal Singers
life besides religious. Last year and the Chorale which toured
they featured a night lecture Eastern Washington last spring.
series, folk masses and speed Mu Sigma is the fine arts club.
Thespians can take part in
reading courses.
Teatro Inigo productions which
THE BLACK Student Union feature a major production each
was formed on campus several quarter plus lesser presentayears ago and has become in- tions. They also provided a repthis summer.
volved in such areas as secur- ertory theatre
Students who desire to see
ing a black history course
taught by a black instructor and their name in print may join
a minority student recruitment The Spectator, the twice-weekly
student newspaper, or they can
program.
chronicle the year's events in
the Aegis, which is the campus
yearbook issued slightly before
spring quarter finals. Fragments is the campus literary
journal which is co-ordinated
by the English dept. There is
also a Creative Writers club.
Clubs for fun and enjoyment
include Town Girls; Hawaiian
Club which holds a spectacular
luau during spring quarter;
Yacht Club; Hiyu Coolees hiking club; Ski Club which features a week-long ski trip (possibly to Todd Mt. this year);
Crew Club; Radio Club and
Rifle Club. Last but not least
is the Irish Club which features
a good time in the traditional
Irish manner.
ADDING SPIRIT to varsity
games is the pep club, Spirts,
who reserve the best seats in
the house during basketball
games, the Pep Band and the
be-spangled Chieftainettes who
provide half-time entertainment.

ROTC features the Chieftain

Rifles, a service organization

He's late,
he's latefor a very
important date with
his financial future.
For White Hares, as with the rest of
us, time has a way of slipping by unnoticed. Notice it now. Begin today to
think positively about your financial

tfXSSCStsQIHfICjBJC
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for
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future.
A good life insurance policy provides one of the sturdiest foundations
for anyone's financial planning. And
Provident Mutual's trained professionals can design programs specifically for college men and women, specifically for you.
Time's a-wasting. Stop by our
office, or give us a call today. Remember, life insurance costs less, does
more foryou if you get it while you're
young. And, seriously now, how many
of uscan afford to live inWonderland?

ROBERT PIGOTT
ME 2-2979

open to freshman and sophomores only; Chieftain Guard is
the men's drill team; Raider
Company recognizable by their
black berets, a counter-insurgence group open to all ROTC
students; Scabbard and Blade,
a national honorary for junior
and seniors; and the AUSA, a
national organization open to
juniors and seniors. For coeds
there is the award-winning precision drill team Burgundy
Bleus whose uniform is bur-

gundy with blue berets.
Dorm organizationsare headed by Interhall Council which
recently got through an opendorm policy on weekends which
allows visitors (regardless of
sex) in dorm rooms. Bellarmine, Campion and Marion each
have a hall council.
WE OPERATE OUROWN PLANT

ADMIRAL
CLEANERS
1016 Madison
Across From Cabrin! Hospital

MAin 2-8538

PROVIDENT
MimiAi mmm i n i
INSURANCE COMPANY

EXPERT CLEANING, PRESSING
AND ALTERATIONS

OP CMII*OILPHi*
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On Campus

Kitty-Corner From the Plgott Building
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One-Half Block North of Bellarmlne Hall

Book Tips Lessen Frustration
of Frosh
—
by Don Nelson
for
then head for the S.U.
Long lines, sad farewells to bookstore.
outrageous sums of hard earned
cash and maddening frustration
CLASS TEXTBOOKS are loare the inevitable characteris- cated in the oookstacks near
tics of the ruthless quarterly the East wall or "back" of the
ritual of registration.
bookstore. Booklists taped
It would be nice to say that to the ends of the shelves may
the then-necessary problem of help you to determine what
textbook buving is different— no books you will need.
way, my frosh friends.
Textbooks are arranged on
these shelves according to subTHE LINES are still long, ject (i.e. English, history, etc.)
checking accounts are further Each subject is divided into
drained and the physical an- classes (History 101, 333; Engguish of clutching a stack of lish 100, 160, etc.) and each
books for half-an-hour in the class may be divided into seccheckstand queue adds to the tion (A, B, C, etc.).
It is important to double
frustration.
have the right
But there are ways to make check that you right
class and
the process easier. Here then, books for the
may
section
as
books
be repointers
are offered a few
from
a battle scarred veteran, in turned and money refunded only
hopes that Thursday morn will with a class withdrawal slip.
find you still coherent.
IT MAY be a good idea to
First, carefully check the check with the instructor to
classes and especially the sec- make sure what books are retions in which you are entered, quired when in doubt.
so you will know what to look
There are other textbook

sources on or near campus that
offer the economy minded student some real bargains.

The Alpha Phi Omega booklocated in the basement
of Bellarmine Apt., offers used
book values with much of the
stock made up of freshman or
core texts.
sale,

MANY ARE in top flight
shape at reduced rates, so you
might shave a few bucks from
the expense list. You can also
expect a line at the popular A
Phi O bookstore, but not nearly
as long.
An even cheaper way to pick
up books is to borrow them
from upperclassmen.

AS FOR class supplies, most
classes require only a notebook
and pen. The S.U. bookstore
carries many types of notebooks, some of them divided
into sections so that one might
be used for all your classes
with room left over for doodling
and graffiti.

Dollar Doldrums:

S.U. Aid Package' Offers Relief

1 71 SOW Uttf <»T OF BOOHS t Hetj mot/T
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Student Jobs Dwindle
In Tight-Money Year
by Ned Buchman
Cutbacks at Boeings and tight
money will make it difficult Tor
students seeking part-time employment this year, predicted
Col. Michael Dolan, Director of

a list of eligible students. The
program this year has $140,000
in funds; this Dolan says will
be used to employ approximately 250 students.
In addition to the Placement
Office's services, Saga Food
Placement.
requires 200 students to
"This year it is going to be Service
work in the Bellarmine and
very tight," Dolan said. "Small Campion
and Chiefbusinesses and service organiza- tain snackcafeterias
bar.
tions which normally hire stuInterested students should apdents are feeling the pinch. The
situation should pick up by Jan- ply to the Food Service Director's Office, room 173, in Beluary, however."
Dolan advises students seek- larmine.

ing employment to apply early,
but not until they have registered and know their class schedules. Freshmen are discouraged from attempting to work during their first quarter, to allow
them to adjust to college.

LISTINGS of off-campus jobs
are available to all students in
the Placement Office, room 120,
in the Bookstore. This service
is free and includes introductions to the employers.
Jobs for women average $1.60

to $1.75 per hour and include
typing, babysitting, housework,
and food service.
Work opportunities for men
include delivery boys, janitors,
service station attendants, and
warehousemen. These jobs average $2.00 per hour.
MOST on-campus jobs are
sponsored by the federal workstudy program. Students eligible for this program may apply
at the Placement.Office. Eligibility is determined by financial
need; the Placement Office has

I Classified Ads |

by Marsha Green
Financing a college education
is one of many problems facing
a university-bound student. It
is not surprising, therefore, that
50 per cent of S.U. students, including the same percentage of
the freshman class, receive

EA 4-69 16.

the Economic Opportunity Act,

is supported by government
funds with S.U. also paying a
portion of the salary. A job
placement service is also pro-

McCANN'S

MEN'S & BOYS SHOP

1629 6th Aye.

"WELCOME BACK TO CAMPUS"

MA 3-0227

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Serving S.U. for
28 years

Follow the tradition

from frosh to senior
IT'S THE

5 POINT CLEANERS

Where's Everybody?

FOR 20 YEARS
10% Discount All Year 'Round

To Students and Faculty
Just say, "Seattle U," when you bring us your cleaning

ROOMS FOR RENT

FURNISHED bachelor apt., six-plex.
$50 including utilities. Near S.U.

academic year.

a week. The program, part of

Repaymentbegins nine months vided for students and alumni.
after completion of all schoolA family tuition discount plan
some form of monetary assis- ing and payments can be extance fromthe Financial Aid of- tended over a ten-year period. becomes effective if two or more
Special concessions are given to members of a family attend
fice.
package"
S.U.
students
who enter the teaching S.U. full time and reside at the
The "aid
at
consists of scholarships, grants, profession, a id handicapped same address. For two memchildren, serve in the armed bers of a family the discount is
loans, or work-study.
12 per cent; with three it is 25
Scholarships for full or par- forces, Peace Corps or VISTA. per cent.
tial tuition are awarded each
OTHER FORMS of loans are
The Financial Aid Office states
year for a period of one year
the Guaranteed Loan Program, as its purposes: "To assist the
or longer. If financial needs are Nursing
Student Loan Program,
not met with a scholarship, ad- Student Loan Plan and miscel- financially needy student." The
office is open Monday through
ditional funds may be supplelaneous loan funds.
Friday from 8 a.m. until 4:30
mented.
The work-study program em- p.m. in Room 110 of the BookTHROUGH the passage of the ploys students on campus for store Building for any student
Education Opportunity Act of periods not exceeding 15 hours requiring help or information.
1965, non-repayable grants from
$200 to $800 are available to students. These grants are renewable, but government funds
must be matched by some other
type of financial a id, either
1
scholarship or loan.
Students who apply for loans

CLASSIFIED ADS:
10c Per Word

DOUBLE room, two singles. Cooking
privileges. $20-50. On S.U. bus
line. 939 19th Aye. E.

must be full-time students with
a grade point average of 2.3.
Under the National Defense Student Loan program, $1,000 to
$5,000 can be borrowed each

We're located across from the Chieftain

1000 E. Madison

EA 4-4112

Traffic's Too Slow!
They Couldn't Wait To Get
Back To S.U. and

The Chamber

Only 10 paces West of 11th on Pike
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Connolly P.E. Center Dedication Near
score their touchdowns on AstroTurf (a step up from mud
fields).
The first floor of the complex
will house the Astro gym, the
south basketball court, the gymnastics section, audio-visual
labs, a classroom, five handball
courts, two squash courts and

an office complex for the P.E.
and athletic departments.
The second floor holds the

swimming pools, shower and
locker rooms, a laundry room
and the north court.
TOTAL COST was originally
estimated at three and a quarter million dollars.

WELCOME BACK!

ARCO
DEANE SIMPSON'S
RICHFIELD SERVICE
Across from Chieftain

good/yeah

— photo by ned buchman
structionhas been underway for
byKathyMcCarthy
in this newest addiover
supervision
Unofficial
is tion a yearcampus.
to the
given the filling of this
Several courts and areas of
completed swimming pool the new building,
which have
in S.U.'s Archbishop Thom- been finished since early sumas A. Connolly Physical mer, have already been initiEducation and Convoca- ated. S.U. participatedin a National Summer Youth Sports
tion Center by Dan Evered, Program
for 175 boys and 75
Admissions (right) and girls who ranged in age from 12
two companions. Two pools to 16.

and the gym are among
THE PROGRAM, which ran
the center's facilities which from July 28 to August 28, kept
are now completed.
the teenagers occupied during
Dedication of the complex, the summer andoffered instruc-

with all areas finished, has been
tentatively set for late November or early December. Con-

tion in basketball, volleyballand
badminton in morning sessions.
Outside speakers addressed the

youngsters in the afternoon on
a variety of subjects.
Jim LaCour organized the
project which was conducted
under the auspices of the NCAA
and in cooperation with the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Fall quarter S.U. students will
also be able to use the complex
for P.E. courses in swimming,
volleyball, etc. instead of trekking over the city or traveling to the old gym (which has
packed its tent and stolen away
during the summer).
IN ADDITION to the two
swimming pools, three basketball courts, the layouts for badminton, volleyball and tennis,
intramural football players will

TIRES

UP TO 20% DISCOUNT
AT ANY TIME
# Front End and Alignment
# Motor Tune Up
# Electrical, Light Repairs
# Exhaust and Brake Repairs
# Batteries
11th & E. Madison

EA J-7773

Welcome S.U. Students

/
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Just show your S.U. Student Body or Faculty Card

the cashier at i»t
Hill Pharmacy to get 10% cash discount on all these needed items: school supplies, stationery, books, hair f%x^if)
"
accessories, and shoe polish. CASH discount. No slips to save, no records to lose, no time period to wait. nL/ff
sas s ' mP' e as nat. Our discount policy to
W%Mf W\%£* f
C
ilkiY
SU s+uden+s and Acuity starts right now.
to

***^\

,%
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Kill Xj\ jtlJI N

siipplies,^^
stationery, books,*

on

school

women's hair accessories, shoe polish,
study lamps, clocks
with your S.U. Student Body

or Faculty

Card

FIRST HILL
PHARMACY
1203 Madison - near Minor MA 3-6033
Your nearest complete pharmacy
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Football Leads
Sports in Seattle

by Art Reis
Welcome to S.U. and to Seattle, the Jet City. The
Seattle area is growing, as evidenced by the recently
completed Boeing747 complex just north of us in Everett
and the new multi-purpose domed stadium scheduled to
be built in the near future.
Just as Seattle is now a prominent and established
business center, the city is fast achieving national recognition for the athletic teams and contests that originate
between its boundaries.
THOSE OF YOU WHO ARE FOOTBALL FANATICS
will find two completely different styles of said game
here. Seattle has yet to obtain a major professional franchise, but the Seattle Rangers play exciting football
as members of the Continental Football League. The
Rangers, a semi-pro club, are staffed by pro-league "don't
wants" and collegiate stars who chose not to turn professional. The Rangers play their home contests at Memorial Stadium at the Seattle Center.
Then there are the U.W. Huskies who defy all the
experts every season on every Saturday. The Huskies
are truly phenomenal. On a certain Saturday afternoon
last fall,—the UW nearly defeated the USC— O. J. Simpson
Trojans then the nation's best Collegiate team, losing
14-7 in the final minutes. Then on another certain Saturday afternoon last fall, lost to the lowly University of
Oregon Ducks, 3-0.
This year, the Huskies open with two on the road,
playing Bump Elliott's Spartans of Michigan State, then
traveling to Ann Arbor to face Michigan. Come October
4, if things aren't hopeless enough already, the Huskies
face the Ohio Buckeyes, last year undefeated number one
and Rose Bowl victors over USC.
Turning to soccer, Seattle has three collegiate teams
playing the sport, the U.W., SPC, and S.U. Outside of

SEATTLE TOTEMS' Don Ward (5) plays it rough with
an unidentified San Diego Gull behind net during contest last year at the Seattle Center Coliseum.
these there are numerous contests played by teams
sponsored by Seattle businesses. Occasionally European
teams play guest matches at the Seattle Center.
LET'S TAKE A LOOK at professional ice hockey.
Seattle's pro club, the Totems, is an exciting team
and totally unpredictable. Last year, the Totems were
fourth in the final Western Hockey League standings,
but made it to the final round of the Lester Patrick Cup
Championships only to lose to Vancouver, B.C., in four
straight.
We take an interesting turn at this point to preview
basketball in the Queen City (same as Jet City). In addition to having three university squads (U.W., SPC,
and S.U.) and numerous junior college teams in the area,
Seattle also has an entry in the National Basketball Association) (NBA)
The team is The Seattle SupersOnics. The Sonics
sport an interesting and exciting brand of basketball, and in just two years (this wil be number three)
have many established stars and an ever greater number
of future All-Star game performers.
Johnny Tresvant, an S.U. Alum, also saw a lot of action last season for the Sonics. Unique to the club this
season is that they will be the only club in the NBA
operating under the player-coach system. Lenny Wilkens, for many years an All-Pro with the St. Louis Hawks,
came to the Sonics in a 1for 1trade that saw Walt Hazzard golto St.Louis.

.
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Intramurals:

CHIEFTAIN

Sports

Team Posts
Open to All
by Kathi Sedlak
The intramural sports program will be getting underway
in the next few weeks, as S.U.
features a variety of sports in
which any student can participate.

Fall quarter finds football as
the favorite game for the guys.

Spectator Sports Desk

ext.

59S

Basketball, Soccer Top
Chiefs' Varsity Scene

Volleyball, basketball, softball,
S.U. is a member of the
tennis, golf and track follow
National Collegiate Athletic Asthroughout the year.
sociation (NCAA) and its parIntramurals are divided into ticipation and
athletic policies
leagues—
two
American and Na- are governed by
the constitutional. New teams can be
be formed if a group of men tion and by-laws of the NCAA.
The athletic program is adminwant to get together and have istered
by the Director of Aththeir own team.
letics and his staff.
SOME OF LAST YEAR'S
THE CHIEFTAINS have varteams were the Chamber, the sity
teams in soccer, basketball,
Forum, A Phi O's, the Cellar,
baseball,
crew, tennis and golf.
the Party, the Jefferson Street
The
Chieftains
also sponsor a
Tigers, the Smokey Joes, the
Trons, the Gazms, the Hough- freshman basketball squad.
ton Beach Club, the Poi PoundS.U. will begin its third seaers, Alpha Kappa Psi, the Sixth son in soccer this fall under the
Floor and the Taxi Squad.
direction of head coach Hugh
It isn't necessary for each McArdle.
team to participatein all sports.
The team is a member of the
Some teams are geared towards Northwest Soccer Conference.
sport
one
and don't enter the The Chiefs were joined in the
competition in others.
NSC by the University of WashHowever, at the end of the ington (U.W.), Seattle Pacific
year, an over-all Intramural College (SPC), and Western
Championship Trophy is pre- Washington State College
sented to the top team of both (WWSC).
leagues. Teams earn points for
In their premiere season, the
the final standings they hold in club ran up a 7-2 record, not
each sport. Last year the bad for a "rookie" team. Last
Chamber edged out the Forum season, with the competition a
for the trophy.
little stiffer, the "booters" posted a 4-3-3 counting in 10 conIN REGULAR competition tests.
each team plays the other
teams in its league. After
PERHAPS THE Chieftains of
league standings have been de- S.U. are best known for their
termined, playoffs begin. This basketball prowess. In past
gives the standing for over-all years,S.U. has furnished profesintramural competition and sional basketball with some of
shows how many points each its established stars. The list
team gets towards the final tro- reads of names like Elgin Bayphy.
lor (NBA superstar), Eddie
Once a player is signed up Miles, Johny Tresvant of the
to play on a specific team he Seattle Supersonics, and Tom
will not be allowed to switch Workman, class of '68, who
joined the Baltimore Bullets for
to another team. This can cause
a team to lose a game that they the '68-'69 campaign.
might otherwisehave won withChieftain basketball fortunes
out such a maneuver. The have been excellent in years
other team, though, must for- past, and look to be so for many
mally protest the game to the years to come. This season, the
referees.
Chiefs have every starter from
Speaking of referees, officiat- last year's squad returning and
ing jobs will be open to inter- most of the members on the
reserve squad are back. In
ested students.
fact, the Chiefs lost only two
FOOTBALL GAMES are members from the varsity team
played at a nearby park. Bas- via graduation.
ketball will be on the courts of
Last season, the Chieftains
the new S.U. Sports Palace on ran through a 19-8 campaign
14th and Jefferson.
and accepted a post season in-

IKEEP

vitation to play in the NCAA
Pre-Regionaltournament in Las
Cruces, New Mexico.
OF SPECIAL INTEREST to
incoming freshmen is S.U.
Frosh basketball. The Frosh
team last year was one of the
finest in the history of S.U. The
Paps went 23-1 over the season,
their only loss to the U.W. Pups.
The Husky Frosh alsohad a tremendous team and their only
loss was to S.U. Both S.U. and
the U.W. play each other twice
this year on the varsity and
freshman levels.
S.U. announced recently the
hiring of Tom Farrell as freshman basketball coach. Farrell
joins Coach Morris Buckwalter's staff following four years
as basketball coach at Santa
Maria High School in that California city.
Coach Farrell, who is 29 years
old, graduated from Utah in
1965 with a history major. He
earned his M.A. at Utah in 1969
with a major in Physical Education.
Coach Buckwalter became acquainted with his new assistant
while he was coaching at Utah
and maintained contact with
Tom while he was coaching in
Santa Maria.
Farrell's Santa Maria quintet
went to the CIF playoffs in two
of his four years there, going
to the finals just this past year.
While an undergraduate at
Utah, Farrell was Second-Team
All-Western Athletic Conference
guard in 1960. His team went
to the NCAA playoffs that year.

THE NEW S.U. Papoose
coach has been raised on the
running, fast-break style of basketball for which the Chieftains
have long been famous and he
should fit extremely well into
the S.U. basketball"program.
Buckwalter said: "I'm extremely pleased to get Tom
Farrel to join our staff here.
He has been dedicated to basketball all his life. Tom is a
tremendous individual who will
make a fine contribution to our
basketball program."
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S.U. Five Add Personal Touch Here
by Patty Hollinger
Every campus has several individuals who contribute something special to that campus
but yet aren't listed in any bulletin, handbook or recruiting
material.
S.U. has five persons of this
character who help give the
campus its distinctive personality.
Everyone who has spent some
time at S.U. has seen the familiar figures of Fr. Hayden
Vachon, S.J.; Fr. James McGoldrick S.J.; Art Hiroo; Fr.
Raymond Nichols, S.J. and Fr.
Eugene Healy, S.J. with Baa.

acquiring Baa, a 3 year old gibbon from Thailand.

Father's activities will be ex- of Hiroshima is evident
panded this year since he has by his slight bow and Japacquired a white golf cart to anese accent when he greets
ease his transportation around you with "HI! How you?". He
campus.
came to the U.S. in 1910.
He manages to keepcoeds supplied with gum and secretaries
with flowers. One secretary
even related that periodically
he can be coaxed into a Japanese folk dance.

FR. RAYMOND NICHOLS, S.J.
cause Father may be weeding
behind the next rock.
FR. JAMES MCGOLDRICKS.J.

"GOOD MORNING Lassie,

How are ye laddie" are the frequent greetings of Fr. McGoldrick, education dean emeritis,
who has become a synoym for
ART HIROO
S.U. itself.
The adventures of Fr. McArt will be leaving October 1
Goldrick during his 38 year ca- on a month's trip to Hawaii and
reer at S.U. include some tall Japan. He will fly on Continenbut true tales. They bring out tal's maiden flight to that area.
well the fact that Father was
usually a step ahead of everyFR. NICHOLS (better known
VACHON,
FR. HAYDEN
S.J.
one and age hasn't slowed the as the elusive Fr. Greengrass)
year-old
priest down much. is superintendent of grounds
FR. VACHON, art professor 74
This cheerful Irishman was at S.U.
emeritus, is an especially familiar figure' to students eating the one primarily responsible
A tall, lean figure, Father is
in the Chieftain.
for accrediting S.U. when it frequently
seen keeping the
Seattle
College,
was
still
for
The rattle of coins in a beer
campus landscaping (camoumaking
it
coed
what
(despite
can signifies that Father is
flage) in shape, sometimes deagain seeking contributors to Rome thought) and for much spite the rain or early morning
his art building fund. Over the of the rest of S.U.'s history.
hour.
years Father has collected, usHIROO,
ART
the
last
of
the
ually penny by penny, about
His trademark is his black
$56,000 of his goal$100,000 which Japanese janitorial crew who beret, symbolic of the Jesuits.
will be used to contruct a new worked at S.U. until 3 years A slight warning: be respectful
art building to replace Buhr ago,has been at S.U. since 1951.
to flowers, shrubs and lawns
Hall.
The fact that he is a native (especially the library's) be■

- -

FR. HEALY, biology professor and head of Seattle's Zoological society, became a campus attraction shortly after

FR.EUGENE HEALY, S.J.
Baa, which means teacher in

Vietnamese, is sufficiently

tamed to the point of becoming
a ham who entertains mallblocking crowds after afternoon
classes.

New Look for Spectator
Yes, this really is S.U.'s student newspaper The
Spectator. Part of this year's new look is the logo
(name plate to non-journalistic types) which was
designedby Tom Yagle, former Spectator art editor.
The most obvious change however, is not in
looks but in publishing dates. The Spectator will
be issued on TUESDAY and THURSDAY this year,
rather than the former Wednesday and Friday schedule, since these are the days of the highest attendance on campus.
This issue for new students of The Spectator
is one of two issues replacing the traditional summer or back-to-school issue which formerly appeared in August.
The first regular issue of the year (on Tuesday,
Sept. 30) will be the back-to-school issue for this
year.
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Pat & Pat Welcome "You"
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